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Artist and biologist
explore

The Pawprint

ecological images
The relationship between art,
ecology and population will be
explored by an artist and a
biologist at California State
College, San Bernardino during a
lecture at 12 noon, Friday, Feb
27.
The
lecture-demonstration,
sponsored by the college branch
of Zero Population Growth, will
be held in the Lecture Hall of the
Physical Sciences Building and is
open to the public.
Participants will be William
Haney, assistant professor of art,
and Dr. John Palmer, assistant
professor of biology. Prof. Haney
will use slides to illustrate his
discussion of the relationship
between art and ecology. Dr.
Palmer will speak of the effect of
population
growth
on
the
destruction of the environment.

- Published by the Associated Students of Cal-State SB yP'-5^

NO. 14

San Bernardino, California 92407

By NANCY SAUNDERS
Dr. Irving Bengelsforf, Science
Editor for the L.A. Times, spoke
Tuesday morning to a capacity
crowd on the subject "Spaceship
Earth: Population, Poverty, and
Pollution."
He
began
his
excellent presentation with an
analogy, comparing earth to a

The campus group, comprised
of both faculty and students, is
affiliated with the national
oi^anization, Zero Population
Growth, which is dedicated to
lowing down and ultimately
stopping increase of the human
population. The members believe
that many problems such as war,
famine, illiteracy, pollution, crime
and
others
stem
from
overpopulation. Acting chairman
of the CSCSB chapter is Fred
Waters,
senior
from
San
Bernardino.

Minority recruiting
held at Davis
DAVIS — An all-^ay minority
recruitment Open House will be
held at the University of
California, Davis, School of Law
on Feb. 21.
Open to ail minority students
currently enrolled in California
universities and colleges, the Open
House seeks to make minority
students aware of the importance
of a legal education.
The program, which will start at
9 a.m. in King Hall, will provide
student and faculty speakers,
panel discussions, and answers to
questions
about
the
legal
profession.
Dean Edward L. Barret Jr. will
open the program with an
Introduction to the law school
and a discussion of admission to
and Hnance of a legal education.
He will be followed by Professor
Kellis E. Parker who will describe
the Martin Luther King Program
which concerns itself with the
legal
problems
of
the
disadvantaged.
The panel discussion is entitled
"The ^oblems of the Minority
Community — Are they Solvable
Through
the Present Legal
Structure?" Participans will be
James Chandler, moderator and
third year law student; Dr. Ralph
Kennedy, director of the Black
Research and Service Program at
UCD; Dr. Jack Forbes, professor
of anthropology and applied
behavioral sciences at UCD;
Attorney Ralph Abascal, from
California Rural Legal Assistance;
Victor Falacios, first year Chicano
student; and Brian Tom, third
year Asian-American student.
The guest speaker will be Henry
Ramsey, a bay area attorney with
offices in Richmond.

.y

Music
department
presents recitals
The
Baroque
Performance
Class will be presenting two
recitals on the regular noon
mu^cal series of the Music
Department on February 25 and
March 4 under the direction of
Charles Price. The featured
performers for the February 25
concert will be Vann Daniels,
Burton Chowning, Ellis Potter,
Rachel Jupe, George Putnam, and
Michael
Brown
performing
Telemann's chamber mu»c for
voice and instruments.

The salty honesty of Edgar Lee
Masters seasons his "Spoon River
Anthology" premiering tonight.
More than 70 small town folk
will be portrayed by eight
students in the Players of the Pear
Garden production, to begin a
two-weekend run at 8:15 p.m. in
the Little Theatre.
The
author,
a
Chicago
laywer-tumed-poet, described his
characters as being "the weak of
will, the strong of arm, the clown,
the boozer, the fighter."
"Masters had a keen eye for the
eccentric and the cantankerous,
the wistful dreamer and the
self-pitying failure," described one
reviewer. "The players step
forward to present, in a nutshell
of words and acting, the kernel of
a human life."
Through the use of "ironic
kickers" ending their monologs.
Masters has his characters reveal
that life hadn't meant what they
thought it had.
Contemporary significance has
been given to the tum-of-thecentury play by Director Amanda
Sue Rudisill through the addition
of updated dialog and 12 original
folk^ngs written by Michael
Stapleton, a cast member.
The winter quarter production
will continue Saturday and the
next Thursday through Saturday,
Feb. 26-28.
Tickets are available through
the Drama-Music office at the
college or may be purchased at
the door.

sputnik. He said that the planet comes from the sun. Life is a
Earth is unique because life is cyclical situation, which must be
present. "We are all passengers re-cycled to understand ecology.
aboard a huge spaceship, and the He said that our spaceship has
sun
is
our
source."
Dr. finite resources and finite space
Bengelsdorf also pointed out that
(only 29% of the earth is land,
politicians must understand that
and only 1/10 is suitable for
we produce nothing; everything
agriculture). At present there are
3'/^ billion humans, and that figure
is rapidly increasing. He stressed
the fact that by the turn of the
century there will be almost 7
billion people.
Dr. ^ngelsdorf said that we are
confronted with a problem of the
deterioration of the quality of
life, and the situation is destined
to
become
worse.
The
urbanization problem and the
population explosion have given
rise to more demands on services^
and these activities give rise to
more demands on services, and
these activities give rise to
pollution. He said that "pollution
is the dregs of an over-pqpulated,
industrial society. These things
can't go on forever." He believes
that we are wasting our oil supply
by burning it, and suggested that
we need to put our oil fields in
escrow as a future source of
chemicals and food. He also
pointed out that L.A. burns more
"The American Indian: Modern
gallons of gas per day than does
Day Realities" is the title of a
the entire country of France. Dr.
Bengelsdorf said that carbon four-day conference that will
monixide is much more dangerous bring Indian militants, educators,
than cannabis, but you don't see religious leaders, artists and the
the police arresting someone for U.S. Commissioner of Indian
sniffing
carbon monoxide. "Our Affairs to The Claremont Colleges
the main auditorium to hear
Feb. 25-28.
priorities are all wrong."
Jakobson and Wijk present two
The student-run conference will
He
believes
that
California
has
opinions on the survival of the
asked the wrong question for open at 11 a.m., Feb. 25, with an
U.N.
On Feb. 21, the United Nations twenty-five years: "How do you address by Janet McQoud. Mrs.
get rid of smog and keep cars?" McCloud was associated with the
Oi^anization, in cooperation with
He definitely believes that we right of the Nisqually Indians for
the Occidental College chapter of
the Model United Nations, will need a plan to phase out the their fighting rights in Washington
play host to the Southern combustion engine and sees state. She is currently organizing a
Regional meeting of the Model nuclear enei^ and electrification school for Indian chldren as an
alternative to public schools.
(continued to page 2)
United Nations of the Far West.
During the afternoon a series of
The session will begin at 8 a.m.
talks on Indian religions have been
and last all day. \nsitors are
scheduled. Thomas Banyacya, one
welcome.
of the spiritual leaders of the
A former jorunalist, Jakobson
Hopi, will speak on the prophesies
entered the Finnish Foreign
known to the Hopi for thousands
Service in 1953, serving in the
of years. Associate professor
press office. He later became
Alfonso Ortiz, a Tewa Indian,
director for political affairs in the
currently at Princeton, will speak
Ministry for Foreign Affairs in
on "American Indian Religion: A
1965,
he
was
appointed
Challenge
to
American
permanent
representative
of
Understanding."
Finland to the U.N. He was
Frank Takes Gun, president of
chairman of the ad hoc committee
the Native American Church, an
on Southwest Africa in 1967.
Indian religion that uses peyote as
Tom McBride was elected
A native of the Netherlands,
its
sacrament, is also slated for the
chairman
for afternoon.
Wijk helped put out a daily news campaign
bulletin
in
the
Resistance Congressman George Brown in his
In the evening of Feb. 25
Movement during World War II. bid
for
the
democratic
several Indians from the group
After the war, he became nomination in the U.S. Senate
occupying Alcatraz Island will
managing director of the paper.
race. McBride, a student at
take part in a panel discusdon on
Wijk
worked
with
the Cal-State San Bernardino, will
the
significance
of
the
Preparatory Committee of the head the campaign for the demonstration.
U.N. in London during 1946 primary election June 2, in both
The conference will offer and
which developed plans for the Riverside and San Bernardino
ermine points of view on Indian
organization of the Secretariat, Counties.
Tom indicated that he hopes to civil rights and reservation policies
the financial and personnel rules
on Feb. 26.
and regulations and the first
have Congressman Brown on the
Louis
R.
Bruce,
U.S.
budget of the oi^anization.
CSCSB campus again in order that
Associated with the U.N. ever more students might hear and talk commissioner of Indian affairs,
will open the third day of the
since,
Wijk
was
chief to him.
conference
with an address on
administrative officer of the U.N.
Many area students attended
Truce Supervision Organization in the Tuesday night oi^anizational "The American Indian and
meeting, including fourteen from Governmental Policies." Bruce has
Jerusalem in 1959 and 1960.
been commissioner dnce last
(continued on page 7)
the CSCSB campus.
August.

Indian conlerence set
at Claremont colleges

Two top U.N. officials
to visit Valley College
Two senior United Nations
officials will be guests of the
United Nations Organization of
Valley College Thursday and
Friday.
They are Max Jakobson,
Finnish ambassador to the U.N.
and recently president of the U.N.
Security Council, and Jan Van
Wijk of the Netherlands, director
of the U.N. Relief and Works
Administration.
The two will be guests at a 6:30
p.m. dinner Feb. 20 in the
college's Campus Center. They
will
also
appear
on
the
"Twentieth Century Dialogues"
program broadcast by Channel 24,
the college's tv station.
At 11 a.m. Feb. 20, high school
and collie students will meet in

Modern significance
projected
by "Spoon River"

Student elected
campaign
chairman
for Brown
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Facts About Faculty Senate
Committee Slated
Appointed members (who were
appointed by the Faculty Senate
but are not members of the
Faculty
Senate)
have been
reviewing four questions dealing
with student-faculty relationships
since March of last year. The
committee was formed for the
purpose of determining student
participation
in
college
governance.

(continued from page 1)
as the solutions. Dr. Bengelsdorf
also stressed the fact that the
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
is rapidly increasing, which could
have either of two effects: (1) it
could alter the heat content and
melt the ice caps, thus putting
much of the earth under water, or
(2) it could cut off sunlight and
we would enter an ice age. He said
that
"we
have
developed
tremendous muscle to alter our
entire planet."
On the subject of water
pollution. Dr. Bengelsdorf pointed
out that the Great Lakes comprise
1/3 of all th the earth's fresh
water, and Lake Erie receives the
sewage from four states and one
Canadian province. He,estimates
that we have speeded up the aging
of this lake by 15,000 years. He
sees the problems of pollution as a
matter of exploitation, and "it
does not matter whether the
exploiters are capitalists or
communists." We need to adhere
to the fundamental laws of our
planet. Modern technology has
permitted us to alter our
environment, and we often know
little
of
the
long-range
consequences. He said that the
problems created by technological
advances cannot
solved by a
new technology. "The solution
lies elsewhere." He feels that we
have used our technology in the
wrong way.
Dr. Bengelsdorf concluded his
fascinating lecture with some
grim, but
nonetheless true,
statements. "There is only one
Spaceship Earth. We keep treating
our planet as if we had a spare one
in the trunk. Not only is there no
spare, there is not even a trunk."

The four questions which were
answered after months of study
are: (1) Should there be more
students on committees that at
this time don't have la^e of any
student
representation?
COMMITTEE ANSWER: It was
recommended
that
students
should be on more committees.
(2) Should students be on the
Senate
itself?
COMMITTEE
ANSWER: Students should be on
the Senate but it was divided
whether or not students should
have voting power. (3) Should

COLUMNIST: Nancy Saunders
PHOTOGRAPHER: Jeff Loge

By NANCY SAUNDERS
Last Tuesday Senator John
Harmer gave a campaign pitch in
P.S. 10. His hour presentation was
with
laughing,
sparked
balloon-popping, sign-waving, and
critical jeering. The majority of
the people in the audience
exposed the whole thing for what
it was — a farce. It is my opinion
that it is people like Harmer who
are preventing this country from
getting itself together.
Several students were asked, at
random, the following question:
"What is your opinion of John
Harmer and his "presentation"
last Tuesday?"

m:

question. That was not the
purpose of the committee report
under question.
Members of the faculty senate
are elected from the four
constituent units at CSCSB or
some may be elected by the
faculty at large. Voting members
are
faculty
members,
the
president and vice president are
exificio members, they have a
voice but no vote.

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Ray Devers
NEWS & POLITICAL EDITOR
LAYOUT EDITOR
Mike Zlaket
Jan Seybold

ADVERTISING MANAGER
dosephine Turmah

"Genetic Error" Comes To Cai State

MARLIN BROWN Graduate
Student, Secondary Education: "I
felt that he was received better
some form of a channel be created
than he deserved. The only reason
between the Faculty Senate and
he came on campus was to cause
the
ASB?
COMMITTEE
dissent to use it as a campaign
issue. It was known that he took
ANSWER:
There
was
no
pictures of
radical
looking
recommendation for any formal
students. He came across with a
channel to be formed. (4) Should
number of inaccurate statements.
a joint committee be called
His twenty-minute rambling on
between ASB and the Faculty
his sufferings in the grape fields
Senate? COMMITTEE ANSWER:
would have been more effective if
There was no recommendation
he had narrowed it to specific
that a committee should be
facts. Mr. Harmer is a deHnite
formed.
ROGER SCOTT^ Freshman: threat, not only to students
"He
lacked control. That man is a (whom he feels are not qualified
Some students wanted a joint
to make decisions), but also to the
student faculty senate to be lost ball in high weeds. He is a pig. progress of society in California.
There's
nothing
you
can
do
about
formed. That was not the purpose
God help us if he is attorney
of the committee appointed by that kind of person at all. He told general. He is tied up with the
us
about
how
the
farmers
live,
and
the Senate. The committee was
ideology of the John Birch
formed with the intent of he was there for four days. Society.
It
reflects
his
Incognito.
He
left
with
both
his
discussing only the four questions.
feet in his mouth. I'd like to narrow-mindedness. To Harmer
everything is black and white. He
Two students formulated a thank him for not sending me to picks the most elementary things
school.
He's
unreal.
Someday
pigs
minority report which expressed
for issues and does not even
the idea that their ideas had not like him will be gone. There has bother to get into the roots of
to
be
a
better
day.
He's
a
genetic
been recognized by the members
error. A foul ball. He probably is a problems."
of the committee.
fugitive felon from Canada."
Somehow the question of full
"equality"
has
come
into

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
Dee Conley

PHOTO EDITOR
Dane Bartholow

Students Speak Out

CONTRIBUTING EDITOR
ADVISOR
Dr. Mary Cisar

Letters To
the Editor

Open letter to the college community
We, the undersigned, students
and faculty at CSCSB are
concerned about the world's
expanding human population. We
are also concerned about war,
famine,
illiteracy,
pollution,
crime, racial strife and host of
other human problems. However,
we believe that these many
scourges are secondary to, and
stem from, overpopulation. In
short, the paramount issue facing
mankind if the growth rate of the
human population.
We are in the process of
oi^anizing a San Bernardino
chapter of Zero PopulatioGrowth
(ZFG), a national organization
dedicated to slowing down and
ultimately stopping increase of
the
human population. We

STAFF WRITERS:
Tom Lynch, Don Dibble.
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Schnur of the Office of Publications.
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welcome, as members, all who
share our concern and who will
work with us to achlve our goal:
zero population growth. We will
employ any legal and
ethical
means to achieve this goal..
Richard Goodman, William
Haney, Philip D. Loizeaux, Dalton
Harrington, Thomas Lynch, Lynn
Van Horn, Sarojam K. Mankau,
Charles H. Nickle, Lee George,
John Palmer, Frederick Waters,
Maxie
N.
Gosset,
Harvey
Wichman, Ronald Taylor, Dane S.
Bartholow.
For information please contact:
Dr. Richard Goodman, B-305; Dr.
Dalton Harrington B-307; Fred
Waters, TU 4-5985; Charles
Nickle, Jr. TU 3-9736.

LEGAL ANNOUNCEMENT
Student Union Election to be held March 4th and 5th for the
purposes of: 1). assessing Student Union fee to be paid by all
students and 2). construction and operation of a Student Union
Building.
Where:
When:
Time:
Eligibility:

piag Pole Area
March 4th and 5th
g^oo a.m. • 4:00 p.m.
Under State law, only
regularly enrolled students,
are eligible to vote.

ROSALYN
JACQUETTE.
Freshman, Political Science: "I
did not like his presentation
because he concluded with the
statement that he did not care,
and he is supposed to be
representing the people. I don't
think he has information, either.
There were several questions
asked which he didn't even know
the answers to. He really doesn't
want blacks or chicanos to get an
education.
He
is
racially
prejudiced. I think all of those
Republicans
have
something
going. They all seem to be
prejudiced. His speech was just
raggedy. He was running out on
the people. He is supposed to be a
representative, and he can't even
speak."

RICHARD
GT.TCKMAN
Freshman, Undeclared: "He was
extremely political with no real
regard for the rights and freedom
of human beings. He could not
stand up under questioning
because he did not know what he
was saying. He was using gross
generalities, and his conceptions
of facts were images that be
wanted to see. Everything he said
he gave as truths, but they were
false truths. As long as there are
people like John Harmer around,
the rights of suppressed and or
oppressed individuals will not be
recognized nor will they be given
to those people, because Harmer
and his' kind represent and work
for the upper middle class of our
society who do not want to lose
or risk what they have in order to
give people the rights and
opportunities they deserve as
human beings."
NANCY SAUNDERS, part of
the liberal faction who is
intolerant, puts people up against
the wail, and refuses to listen to
opposing
viewpoints:
"It
embarrasses and di^usts me that
he was even invited to speak at
Cal State. He is the advocate of a
police state who had nothing to
offer
but
a
bunch
of
beat-around-the-bush bull. He
summed up his entire campaign
platform when he told Chuck
Gray that he really didn't care."

GET RESULTS

'
\

:

'
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Air pollution conference to lie held at smog free Idyllwlld
conference held at Idyllwlld,
March 6-8, 1970. Sponsored by
the
Southern
California
Environmental Coalition, students
will consider careers, education
offerings, and opportunities for
personal involvement in air
pollution control.
The conference will be held on
the Idyliwild Campus of the
University of Southern California,
and will bring selected students in
direct contact with leading
authorities
in
environmental
problems. Participants will be
chosen on the basis of their
concern for environmental quality
Professor Herbert Lazerow of
and
their interest in air pollution
the Univeraty of San Diego
School of Law will discuss control work as a student, citizen,
California law schools, prelaw or professional.
The
Southern
California
programs and legal opportunities
Environmental
Coalition
will
with interested students and
the
conference in
faculty on February 26th, at sponsor
cooperation with the National Air
10:00 a.m. in Room A121 of the
Pollution Control Administration.
Administration Building.
S.C.E.C. is the regional arm of the
state wide Student Environmental
Confederation which is composed
of
campus
ecological,
conservation, anti-pollution, and
population
control
groups,
throughout California.
Delegates will be chosen from
all majors and interests, in order
to achieve a broad perspective on
the problem, and will be drawn
chiefly from upper division and
graduate levels. An attempt will
be made to achieve a balance in
aprticipation between both sexes.
Applications are available on
most
Southern
California
campuses or can be requested by
calling the USC Air Poilution
Control Institute at 626-4683, or
by writing to the Southern
California
Environmental
Coalition, 6120 West Sixth Street,
PROFESSOR HERBERT LAZEROW Los Angeles 90048. Deadline for
application is February 16.
Professor Lazerow will talk
about problems in choosing a taw
school and the admis^on process.
One
hundred
students
concerned with the problem of air
poilution
will
have
the
opportunity to ciosely examine
possibilities for their personal
involvement at a three-day

Opportunities
in law
to be discussed

HOW long till pollutants will devour State?

Students aid in development
of chemistry courses
Many experiments being done
to^y by students in G.S. 125 and
G.S. 126 are to a great extent due
to the influence of previous
students.
During the past four years,
several hundred students have
been involved in developing the
techniques used in the course,

Them mention by ntfrffe- four
students: William Woerz^-Michael
Tallman, David Randolph and
James Bishop.
Unique in G.S. 126 is the
inclusion of quantitative analy^
techniques,
normally
not
attempted
with
beginning
students, which the professors feel
is the best way for students to get
to the heart of the basic concepts
of chemistry, explained Dr.
Petrucci.
This innovation resulted from
the
professors' concern
to
determine if the students could
utilize in a basic chemistry course
11.00 a.m.
C-113
Circle K
certain quantitative techniques,
12:00 noon C-113
Alpha Phi
which would heighten their
Interest and their understanding.
10:00 a.m.
PS-11
Young Democrats
"The students have contributed
10:00 a.m.
L-114
L & PA Meeting
a great deal by showing the
10:00 a.m.
BS-124
Biology Club
faculty what it is reasonable to
10:00 a.m.
0-113
Young Republicans
expect them to do," added Dr.
11:00 a.m.
PE-122
Outdoors Club
Petrucci.
11:00 a.m.
PS-105
Yearbook Committee
Woerz,
senior
chemistry
11:00 a.m.
L-114
Student Affairs
major, worked two summers with
Committee Dr.
Kalbus
to
develop
11:00 a.m.
C-113
BSU
experiments for G.S. 126 (and to
11:00 a.m.
PS-11
MECHA
a lesser degree for G.S. 125). Also
12:00 noon Cafet.
Senior Class
recognized
for
spending
12:00 noon C-113
Activities Committee
considerable effort on the project
3:00 p.m.
PS-202
Math Exams
were Randolph and Tallman, also
3:30 p.m.
L-114
Judicial Board
chemistry majors, and Bishop,
7:30 p.m.
Neuman Cntr Neuman Club
whose field is political science.
A package of 20 experiments
8:00 a.m.
L-114
ASB Senate
have been developed for students
11:45 a.m.
C-113
Purchasing Dept.
in G.S. 126 to choose from, said
1:00 p.m.
C-113
Neuman Films
Dr. Kalbus. From the variety
3:00 p.m.
PS-209
Education Dept.
presented, an instructor or
Meeting
student may select the one most
8:30 p.m.
Aquarius Thr. Musical "HAIR"
appropriate to his objectives.
Results of this student-faculty
12:00 noon C-113
Christian Group
research are described in the
8:15 p.m.
Play
C-116
Journal article entitled "The
Stoichiometry of Silver Chromate
12:00 noon PS-10
ZPG Lecture
and Basic Copper Chromate:
1:00 p.m.
Cafet.
Alpha Epsilon
Investigations for the freshman
8:00 p.m.
PS-10
L8( PA
laboratory."
"ON THE BEACH"
One of the most significent
— Movie
recent developments in the
8:15 p.m.
C^116
Play
teaching of beginning chemistry,
say
the professors, is the
9:00 a.m.
Market Basket Outdoors Club Hike
incorporation
of
quantitative
8:15 p.m.
C-116
Play
experiments into the laboratory.
Equally important to them,
however, is the fact that students
Nothing Scheduled
have been involved in developing
these experiments and thus in
describing the scope of the course.

Activities
IVIonday

February 23
Tuesday
February 24

Wednesday
February 25

Thursday
Felwuary 26
Friday
February 27

Saturday
February 28
Sunday
IViarch 1

explained Dr. Ralph Petrucci and
Dr. Lee Kalbus.
The
two
chemists
give
recognition to the students'
assistance in an article published
in the Journal of Chemical
Education,
the
leading
international journal in this field.

Calendar

His informal presentation will be
followed by a question and
answer period.
Professor Lazerow has been
appointed Assistant Dean of the
I^w School at the University of
San
Diego
beginning
next
September. He is a graduate of the
University of Pennsylvania, and
the
Ptarvard
and
George
Washington University law schools
as well as a member of Phi Beta
Kappa. He has been admitted to
the
California,
District
of
Columbia, and Kentucky bars,
and taught at the University of
Louisville before coming to San
Diego.
The practice of law requires a
combination
of
rigorous
intellectual analysis and practical
experience. Potential students can
expect the work load to be heavy
and the competition keen. Law
schools attempt to inculcate the
technique of reasoned elaboration
by the use of Socratic analysis of
decided cased, particularly In the
first two years.
The University of San Diego
School of Law is fully accredited
by the Association of American
Law Schools, the American Bar
Association, and the States of
California, New York and Texas.
The school is operated by the
Roman Catholic Dio-cese of San
Diego and welcomes men and
women of all faiths. Total
enrollment is now 573.
Students are admitted to the
School of Law only in the fall. All
candidated for admission must
the L^ School Admission
Test. Full-time tuition for the
1970-71 academic year will be
$1>500.

Parade of junk
dramatizes
menance

WASTE (Water, Air, Soil
Treatment in our Environment) is
a service club at San Joaquin
Delta College. It is sponsoring a
rather large ECOLOGY PARADE
OF JUNK (the first of its kind in
the history of either parades,
ecology or junk) to be held on
Pacific Avenue in Stockton,
Saturday, March 28, at 1:30 p.m.
The purpose of the parade is
multi-functional: to help dramatize
the menace of pollution in its
many forms; to emphasize our
dwindling natural resources; to
involve students in a clean-up
campaign of their area; and to
have fun putting on a parade.
Anyone is invited to design and
construct a float composed onlyof junk, trash, garbage, litter,
and/or any type of agricultural,
industrial, domestic or military
waste. Prizes for originality,
comedy, educational merit, and
aesthetic value will be presented.
Each float must tell a story or
symbolize
some
aspect
of
environmental
destruction,
pollution,
waste,
or
overpopulation.
A
diagram,
photo, drawing, or description of
your float must be submitted for
approval
by
the
selection
committee of WASTE by March
1, 1970, in order to avoid
duplication.
Don't travel this Easter — build
a junk float.
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New vistas for the Players of the
Pear Garden come alive as Edgar
Lee Masters' "Spoon River
Anthology" premieres tonight at
8:15 p.m. in the Little Theatre.
This venture is unique In that it
is the first CSCSB drama
production to contain music as an
important ingredient. It also
marks the debut of Mike
Stapleton, a CSCSB Student, as
the composer of an entire musical
score.

stapleton, who wrote nearly 12
new songs for the show, has spent
as many as 14 hours per day
composing, taping and rehearsing.
He also has spent many hours
working with Michael Andrews,
music instructor, who arranged
Stapleton's piano background
music.
Nearly all the music will be
performed live, with guitars being
strummed at various interludes by
Stapleton, Burt Chowning and
Jerry Hasbrook.
What kinds of music can the
theatre-goer look forward to?

Stapleton says, "the theme song is
a lively, up-tempo number, and I
have included a love ballad and
five solo numbers. All have a
contemporary flavor."
What was the purpose in writing
original music for the production?
Stapleton reveals that Masters'
original work had no musical
score. A later adaptation by
Charles Aidman did incorporate
music; however, Stapleton feels
that his own music brings a more
cohesive quality to the play than
did Aidman's by reflecting more

6Y

closely the characters themselves
and bringing together related
people within the play.
He says, "the words attempt to
point out to the audience that the
people in the play may well
display characteristics that they
may have themselves."
"Spoon River" is a large group
of character sketches with people
that are very real — people that
you might know," he continues.
"The things that happen on the
stage could happen to anybody
and could be anybody."

Stapleton would like the
audience not to think of the
actors as being on stage, but
rather to look at the stage as if it
were a mirror, not a window.
"There are too many characters
with too common a bond not to
have meaning for everyone,"
Stapleton concludes.
The
production
continues
tomorrow
night
and
next
Thursday through Saturday, Feb.
26-28. Admission is $.75 for
students and $1.50 general
admission.
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Know Your Faculty

Wichman Coordinates Psychology Department
By MICHAEL ZLAKET

Dr. Harvey Wichman is the
coordinator
of
CSCSB's
Psychology Department. He has
held that position since Fall, '69,
one year after he came to CSCSB.
Dr. Wichman received all of his
education in California. In 1957,
he received his B.A. degree from
Long Beach State College. In
1959, he earned his M.A. degree
from the same school. In 1969, he
received his Ph.D from the
Claremont Graduate School.
His first teaching experience
came in 1959 at Bay City Junior
College in Bay City, Wisconsin. He
taught-Phychology and Physiology
there for two years.
For the next four years, Dr.
Wichman taught at Delta College,
University Center, Michigan. It
was at that college that he had a
very unique teaching ejtperience.
The
college
was
a
new,
experimental, liberal arts college

then. The lecture system of
teaching was abolished; in fact,
any lecture material for a course
was videotaped and televised.
Students attended those lectures
that they believed were germain.

One product of Dr. Wichman's
work
in
designing
the
department's curriculum is the
Psychology
310
course,
Introduction to Experimental

Psychology. The course was first
taught
according
to
the
Gass meetings were not held in c o n v e n t i o n a l
methods;
the
classrooms; rather, they were held programmed .instruction
was
outdoors.
applied mainly to the formate of
reading material. The second time,
Dr. Wichman remained a the course was taught differently.
facusty member at that school, on This time, the programmed
leave of absence at graduate instruction was applied to the
school in Claremont, from 1965* course as a whole. Four students
to 1968.
who had taken the course the
When he came to CSCSB in previous quarter were designated
1968, he did so for several proctors and served as Dr.
reasons; the General Studies Wichman's colleagues in designing
program of this college, small-size and teaching the course.
classes, and an opportunity to be
involved in designing a new
The second time around, the
Psychology program.
course consisted of two lectures

Photo by Dane Bartholow

Thisisthe
on^hand out
youll ffit
fromus.

and two lab periods each week.
Each proctor was assigned four
students. Students worked in pairs
in their own cubicle which
contained an operant chamber
and a BRS Foringer programming
console. The course was broken
into molecular learning units and
no student could proceed to a
new unit until he demonstrated
mastery of the current one.
The main topics of the course
included an introduction to the
methods
of
experimenting,
rudimentary
electronics
and
programming,
general
lab
procedures including animal care
and handling, the analysis of
behavior and professional writing.
Two animal species, rats and
pigeons,
were
utilized
in
experiments and humans were
used in two demonstration
experiments.
Students who took the course
the second time it was offered
fared better academically than
..those up enrolled in the first
course; however, these students
had to produce high quality work
to earn a good grade.
Dr. Wichman also teaches G.S.
160, Contemporary Civilization
II. This course utilizes the
technique of a "simlulated
society" as a learning method.
This
"society"
meets
on
weekends; on Saturday, it meets
from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M., and from
Noon to 5 P.M. on Sunday. The
class is divided into four sections
at these meetings; there, class
projects are carried out.
Dr.
Wichman's
area
of
specialization in Psycholohy is
social psychology.
Dr. Wichman belongs to five
professional organizations, has
written five papers, and has served
as consultant or research assistant
at several universities.

•.' - • = .

Our recruiter's handshake is straight from the
shoulder. And so is his talk.
He'll neither promise the world nor expect it
in return. He's interested in meeting young
people with ability and desire. In return he's
prepared to offer careers with challenge and
opportunity.

If the chance to advance yourself in direct
proportion to your abilities sounds like the way
you like to do business, our business would
like to meet you. We
can do something
Pacific Telephone
for you, if you can ^
do something for us. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Sign up in the Placement Office. Interviewing on campus February 26

A hobby that Dr. Wichman has
pursued with skill is navigation.
He is a commercial pilot, a
single-engine and multiengine and
instrument flight instructor with
the Federal Aviation Agency Gold
Seal Award.
1 0 A M- - 6 P.M.

ART'S BOOK
SHOP
We buy & Sell New & Used Books

Magazines - Pocket Books • Comics
TU S.lT4a

t44 N. "D" ST. SAN

BERNARDINO
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Know Your Faculty

Wichman Coordinates Psycliology Department
By MICHAEL ZLAKET
Dr. Harvey Wichman is the
coordinator
of
CSCSB's
Psychology Department. He has
held that position since Fall, '69,
one year after he came to CSCSB.
Dr. Wichman received all of his
education in California. In 1957,
he received his B.A. degree from
Long Beach State College. In
1959, he earned his M.A. degree
from the same school. In 1969, he
received his Ph.D from the
Claremont Graduate School.
His first teaching experience
came in 1959 at Bay City Junior
College in Bay City, Wisconsin. He
taught-Phychology and Physiology
there for two years.
For the next four years. Dr.
Wichman taught at Delta College,
University Center, Michigan. It
was at that college that he had a
very unique teaching experience.
The
college
was
a
new,
experimental, liberal arts college
Photo by Dane Bartholow

then. The lecture system of
teaching was abolished; in fact,
any lecture material for a course
was videotaped and televised.
Students attended those lectures
that they believed were germain.

One product of Dr. Wichman's
work
in
designing
the
department's curriculum is the
Psychology
310
course.
Introduction to Experimental

Psychology. The course was first
taught
according
to
the
Qass meetings were not held in conventional
methods;
the
classrooms; rather, they were held programmed .instruction
was
outdoors.
applied mainly to the formate of
Dr. Wichman remained a reading material. The second time,
course was taught differentiy.
facusty member at that school, on the
This time, the programmed
leave of absence at graduate
instruction was applied to the
school in Claremont, &om 1965'
course as a whole. Four students
to 1968.
who had taken the course the
When he came to CSCSB in previous quarter were designated
1968, he did so for several proctors and served as Dr.
reasons; the General Studies Wichman's colleagues in designing
program of this college, small-size and teaching the course.
classes, and an opportunity to be
involved in designing a new
The second time around, the
Psychology program.
course consisted of two lectures
and two lab periods each week.
Each proctor was assigned four
students. Students worked in pairs
in their own cubicle which
contained an operant chamber
and a BRS Foringer programming
console. The course was broken
into molecular learning units and
no student could proceed to a
new unit until he demonstrated
mastery of the current one.

This is the
on^hand out
youll get
from us.
••I
.»

The main topics of the course
included an introduction to the
methods
of
experimenting,
rudimentary
electronics
and
programming,
general
lab
procedures including animal care
and handling, the analysis of
behavior and professional writing.
Two animal species, rats and
pigeons,
were
utilized
in
experiments and humans were
used in two demonstration
experiments.
Students who took the course
the second time it was offered
fared better academically than
those up enrolled in the first
course; however, these students
had to produce high quality work
to earn a good grade.
Dr. Wichman also teaches G.S.
160, Contemporary Civilization
II. This course utilizes the
technique of a "simlulated
society" as a learning method.
This
"society"
meets
on
weekends; on Saturday, it meets
from 9 A.M. to 9 P.M., and from
Noon to 5 P.M. on Sunday. The
class is divided into four sections
at these meetings; there, class
projects are carried out.
Dr.
Wichman's
area
of
specialization in Psycholohy is
social psychology.
Dr. Wichman belongs to five
professional organizations, has
written five papers, and has served
as consultant or research assistant
at several universities.

Our recruiter's handshake is straight from the
shoulder. And so is his talk.
He'll neither promise the world nor expect it
in return. He's interested in meeting young
people with ability and desire. In return he's
prepared to offer careers with challenge and
opportunity.

If the chance to advance yourself in direct
proportion to your abilities sounds like the way
you like to do business, our business would
like to meet you. We
can do something ^pacific Telephone
for you, if you can
do something for us. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Sign up in the Placement Ofiice. Interviewing on campus February 26

A hobby that Dr. Wichman has
pursued with skill is navigation.
He is a commercial pilot, a
single-engine and multiengine and
instrument flight instructor with
the Federal Aviation Agency Gold
Seal Award.
10 A.M. - e

P.M.

ART'S BOOK
SHOP

We buy & Sell New & Used Books
Magazines • Pocket Books - Comics
TU 5-1742
>44 N. "D" ST. SAN
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EUROPE
$200 to $295 round trip. Also
to Israel and Orient . Rep.
Amit Peles (714) 735-9140 or
(714) 737-4684. 1562-2
Pleasant View Ave., Corona,
California 91720. E.S.E.P.
inembers only.

You Are Cordially
Invited' to Attend
A iD^monstration of
Cosmetic Application

PEARSON'S
PHARMACY
hy

Mnn»ieur R^ymon
Of

^MmetceA
TUESDAY. NOVEMBER 25
10 A.M. TTL 5 P.M.
314S N. "E" St.
Marshall & E
TU 2-3389

EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
For students, faculty and staff
only)
Los
A n g a les-London
(Round-trip)
Mar 29-June 16, 11 Weeks,
$255; June 15-Sept. 22, 14
Weeks, $295; June 21-Aug. 21,
9 Weeks, $295; July 5-Sept. 3,
8 Weeks, $295.
For application, write Dept. B
LTS TRAVEL; 4246 Overland
Avenue, Culver City, 90230
(213) 839-7591, (714) 682-3773

Summer Study In Europe
Two California State Colleges
today
announced
the
establishment of jointly sponsored
summer
study programs in
Ireland, Italy, and Yugoslavia,
b^inning this summer.

CLASSIFIED
EUROPE
CHARTER
FLIGHTS. Summer flights:
$270-$325 roundtrip, $150
One-way.
Coordinator:
Professor Frank Paal. 247
Roycroft. Long Beach 90803.
438-2179.

EXPERIENCE ISRAELI
LIVING
eleven weett program
open only to students

Includes Europe and
Mediterranean cruise
(71.4) 682-3773

PLACEMENT OFFICE-UPCOMING RECRUITING DATES

Page?

WANTED:
A business major or person with
knowledge of basic accounting
procedures. Time will be up to
you. Job involves bringing books
up to date and continuing work.
Contact Pawprint office, CSCSB
or TU 3-6763 (evenings).
WANTED
Do you have imagination and
creativity? If you're an English
major who has some time to
spend with factual writing, some
research and prooHng, please
contact Pawprint office, CSCSB
or TU 3-6763 (evenings).

Feb. 26
Pacific Telephone Company
Mar. 2
San Bernardino County
Mar. 3
Fontana School District
Mar. 6
Internal Revenue Service
Mar. 9
Pomona Unified School District
Seniors, Grads, Sign Up In Library Annex 2B

SPECIAL
STUDENT AUTO INSURANCE
AN AVERAGE OF 43% SAVINGS ON ALL AUTO INSURANCE
IS REALIZED BY PARTICIPATING QUALIFIED STUDENTS

In what is the Hrst joint
program for overseas summer
programs
among
California's
nineteen state colleges, Chico and
Sacramento State Colleges have
established four five-week study
programs open to approximately
230 students from California and
elsewhere. The formal five-week
sessions will be followed by
five-weeks
of
travel
and
independent study throughout
Europe.
Dr. Clyde Enroth, Professor of
English at Sacramento State
College, will direct the program at
St. Kieran's College, Kilkenny,
Ireland. He will teach modem

U.N. officials
(continued from page 1)
Host
for the "Twentieth
Century" program will be Dr.
Austin Hove of the college's
Political Science Department and
faculty adviser to the United
Nations Organization. Subject of
the discussion will be "The U.N.
in the 70s: Forum or Force?"
Reservations are required for
the dinner meeting. Tickets are
available at harris' or by calling the
college. Those not wishing to
attend the dinner may take part in
the program beginning at 8 p.m.
The college's United Nations
Organization was organized to
study the U.N. and similar
organizations. Dinner proceeds
will help defray costs of sending
students of the class to the Model
United Nations of the Far West at
the University of Oregon April
15-19.

CHARTER
FLIGHTS
FOR SUMMER 1970

EXAMPLE

(21 YEAR OLD SINGLE MALE STUDENT RIVERSIDE COUNTY.
STATE REQUIRED MINIMUM LIMITS OF LIABILITY.)
COMPANY A
CSIS STUDENT PROGRAM

$169 to $299
TO LONDON AMSTERDAM

TOKYO CHARTER

$(34. YEARLY
$ 94. YEARLY

ROUND TRIP $350

T-M TRAVEL

SAVINGS: $4 0
EVEN GREATER SAVINGS FOR MARRIED AND FEMALE STUDENTS.
• HIacement GUARANTEED regardless of driving record
• Payment Plans to fit YOUR budget.

Irish literature. Courses in history
and political science will be
offered by professors from the
Irish universities. Professor Enroth
recently
edited
three
has
collections of English and Irish
literature and in 1964 was a
Fulbright Professor in Cairo
Univeraty, Egypt.
Other
centers have been
established
in
L'Aquila,
a
university town near Rome, and
in Bari, a university city on the
Adriatic
Sea.
Courses
in
exonomics, art, literature, and
sociology will be offered by Chico
State Collie faculty members.
The program at the Univeraty
of Skopje's residential center at
Lake Ohrid, Yugodavia, will offer
courses
in
economics, art,
literature, and political science.
They will be taught by Chico
State College faculty members.
Total cost of the program,
which yields 6 units of college
credit, is $725. That includes
round-trip air fare, room and
board during the five-week
session, tuition, and field trips to
nearby cultural centers.
"This new program offers
Americans a splendid opportunity
to study abroad at a cost which is
within the reach of many
students," said Dr. Otto Butz,
acting president of Sacramento
State College in announcing the
program.
"The
program
is
designed to take advantage of
low-cost transAtlantic air fares
and European dormitory spaces
that would otherwise be unused
during the summer. The result is
an academically rich program at
the lowest possible cost to
students."
Additional information aobut
the program is available from the
International Study Offices of
both Chico and Sacramento State
Colleges.

JET LA. to EUROPE
by TIA and lATA carrier. Half
fare for children on flight
6-18/9-8
$259 R.T. 5-13/6-14
$365 R.T. 6-18/9-8
$299 R.T. 7-3/9-11
$289 R.T. 7-16/9-26
$139 One Way 9-4
MOSCOW
or
PARIS
low-priced study courses. Mark
item of Interest and mail
coupon to Dr. Milton French
(213) 274-0729 c.o. Sierra
Travel Inc. 9875 Santa Monica
Blvd., Beverly Hills 90212
Name:
Street:
City & Zip:

JET CHARTERS
Several flights from L.A. & Oakland to London, Amsterdam, &
Frankfurt.
$270-325 rt., $159-175 o/w
Coordinator: Prof. Frank Paal
247 Roycroft Ave., Long Beach
Zip: 90803. Tel: 438-2179

• NO Additional liability charge for SPORTS CARS.
0 NO MEMBERSHIP FEE required.
^
• Licensed by the State of California Dept. of Insurance.

7th Annual Los Angeles-London
Europe
Jet Flights

(Round-trip)
(For students, faculty and staff only)

Spring Quarter Spacial
March ZS-Juna 16

$255

U Wka.
DWka.
8 Wka.

$295
$295
S295

Suminar Flights

CSIS
COLLEGE STUDENT INSURANCE SERVICE
5571 Mi s s i o n Bu v o .' Ri v e r s i d e (Rueiooux) Ca u i f . 92509

11 Wka.

Jun. 15-Sep. 22
Jun. 21-Aug. 21
Jul. 5-Sep. 3

(714) 683-2691

UBH

LTS Travel Service
4246 Overland Ave., Dept. B, Culver City,
Calif. 90230, (213) 839-7591
682-3773
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Book
Collection
Contest

King
and
Queen
Crowned

The Library has a display of
Newbery & Caldecott Award
Books in children's literature. The
Newbery Award was first given
inl922 for the best children's
literature. The Caldecott Award
was first given in 1938 for the
best in illustrations in children's
books. The books will be held
during National Library Week in
April.
Last year's winners were Judith
Magnuson Snyder an;Stephen
Milton Prater. Judith's book
collection on Abraham Lincoln
won first prize. Stephen's book
collection on Hispanic America
won second prize.
The Zeitlin & Ver Brugge Book
Company of Los Angeles is
sponsoring the $100 and $50
book certificates for first and
second prize. The third prize is a
$25 book certificate from D-J
Books in San Bernardino.
April 10th is the deadline for
submitting entires.
For further information see
Jeanette Bernthal^, Head of
Pi*.blic Services.
COME 'SEA HAWAH'
$269 •— 2 Weeks — S Islands —
All Airlare — Your Own Cor

2-Day Voyage on Schooner
Wrile — Don Gardiner, Box 533
Aromas, Calif. 95004
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Mike Ross and Bernie De Laurie
were named King and Queen of
the ASB sponsored Valentine's
Day Dance. The winners were
determined by the number of
votes cast in the special King and
Queen Election. Mike Ross was
sponsored by Alpha Espilon, and
Bernie De Laurie by the Alpha Phi
Omega.

Photos by Dane Bartholow

Blood drive Thursday
A blood drive to obtain
donations for all CSCSB students,
faculty and staff and their
immediate families will took place
Thursday, February 19.
The fund will directly benefit
the entire CSCSB community and
assures that blood will be available
when it is needed.
Sponsored by Theta Psi Omega,
the San Bernardino and Riverside
counties Bloodmobile were on
campus from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
PE-129. A taxi service from the
front of the B-Building and the
mall of
the Administration
Building was
available to
shuttle donors to the PE Building
and back.
Sign-up tables witt be available
throughout campus as well as the
Health Center.
Donations will assure a supply
of blood, free of charge, anywhere
in the United States when needed.
Present cost is $40 per pint.

UNIVERSITY of
SAN DIEGO
LAW SCHOOL
PROF. HERBERT LAZEROW will discuss

CALIFORNIA LAW SCHOOLS
pre-law programs, and
legal opportunities
1 0 : 0 0 a . m . , Tuesday, February 24th
A 121 A d m i n i s t r a t i o n B l d g .

. . . we are looking for people to portray
Snow White and Alice in Wonderland
(must be 5'3" - 57")
and Mickey Mouse
(mustbe4'9"-5'3")

Dr. Kicnard Goodman, a
biology instructor at CSCSB,
opened a drive to recruit members
for the Zero Population Growth
Club last Thursday in Room PS
122. He spoke generally of the
population growth problem and
other interrelated problems, and
stated the primary beliefs and
aims of the oi^anization.

Sophomores
Freshmen

Each family, for example,
would receive a tax exemption of
approximately $600 for the first
child and approximately $400 for
the second child. If the parents
had any more children, the family
would then be taxed; for, by
having more than two children,
that family would be usurping
another family's right to have

Please contact the part-time Campus Placement
Center or Disneyland's Personnel Office.

February 25
March 4

Students must return their completed registration packet and check
for the correct fee payment to the Information Desk, Office of
Admissions and Records, on Monday or Tuesday, only, following the
date the packet was picked up. No pre-registration packets will be
processed on any other days. Students will complete their
pre-registration according to the following schedule:
TIME
MONDAY
TUESDAY
Students whose last
Students whose last
names begin with:
names begin with:
8:30- 9:30
MAD-NIC
BOP -CLA
9:30-10:30
NID - RHZ
CLB - DUL
10:30 -11:30
RIA - SMA
DUM - OLD
12:30- 1:30
SMB-USH
GLP - HIR
f
1:30- 2:30
USI-ZZ
HIS - KIR
AA-BOO
KIS - MAC
| 2:30- 3:30
3:30—
4:30
All
above
not
preAll above hot pre|
registering at
registering at
scheduled time.
scheduled time.
Students may complete pre-registration at their scheduled time, or at
any time after their class or alphabetic group has pre-registered. The last
day to pre-register for the spring quarter is March 10.

I

There are approximately 445
species of plants on this campus.
There are at least that many
markers needed. The cost for such
a project would be approximately
$578.50.
One student commented, "Such
a project would be a good thing.
For one thing, a student may
spend hours learning the scientific
names ane even the common
names of many of the plants that
grow in our community. For
another thing, it would give the
visitor to this campus a little
something extra to admire in this
college. It would also add prestige
to our campus as a growing
college."

Zero Population" Club
Organizes At CSCSB
PRE-REGISTRATION INSTRUCTIONS

is NOW HIRING for
EASTER andSUMMER
VACATIONS!

Inter-organizational Council has
approved a project by the Biology
Qub to classify all the vegetation
in CSCSB's campus and mark it
according to the common and
scientific names.

Ihis
project
should
be
undertaken now, for once this
campus is completed such a
project
would
be
utterly
impossilbe. UCR undertook such
a project at a cost of $8.50 per
marker. CSCSB can undertake
such a project at a cost of $1.30
per piece.
The low cost is possible mainly
because CSCSB has its own shop
for making the markers. The co^
of $578.50 would be for the first
year only; after that, the cost
would be minimal.
The project has been submitted
to the ASB for approval. Such
approval is necessary before such
a project may be undertaken.

All students currently eligible to return for the spring quarter and all
students admitted for the spring quarter may pick up their registration
packets and instructions at the Information Desk, Office of Admissions
Records, on the dates listed below:

i)isnculQnd

Campus vegetation
to be classified

children. On the other hand, the
group strongly supports child
adoption.
The club strongly supports
dissemination of birth control
information and material on a
local, national and international
basis. To do this on a world-wide
basis, the club supports large
foreign aid appropriations to any
country that wishes to limit ite
growth rate.
The organization supports the
liberalization
and
eventual
abolition of anti-abortion taws.
Dr. Goodman noted, however,
that this may soon become a dead
issue, as the nation's courts are
rapidly striking down such laws.
Voluntary
sterilization
of
members of both sexes, as well as
more research on reproductive
human physiology, is supported.
One of the goals of the 2^ro
Population Growth Club is to
bring about a total cessation of
U.S. population growth by 1980,
and to do the same for the world
by 1990. The organization will
use all technical, ethical and legal
means to bring this about.
A second goal of the club,
which would apply primarily to
the U.S., would be to limit each
family to the birth of no more
than two children. This type of
control could be implemented
through the use of an income tax
exemption.
Continued on Page 10
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STUDENT UNION
NEEDED NOW
The college facilities provided
by the State can be used only for
instructional and instructionally
related purposes. A student center
for
social,
cultural,
and
recreational uses must be provided
by students themselves through a
Student Union fee.
In the past the ASB was able to
obtain use of college facilities for
a lounge, the Pawprint, offices,
and so on. However, the growth in
enrollment, coupled with delays
in the construction of new
facilities, has resulted in a critical
space problem. After this year it
may no longer be possible to
assign space in college buildings to
the ASB for student use.

the Union.^^he_elecyoi^£a^eSj
allstudentsjwiyiaveac^
help decide exactly what should
and how
much space should be assigned to
each use. For example purposes,
wme of the things that could be
included are: a lounge with
fireplace
and
comfortable
furniture; a multi-purpose room
with kitchenette for parties,
dances, meetings; rooms for club
meetings, study groups, etc.;
billiards and ping pong; snack bar;
TV and music listening; center for
ticket sales, check cashing service,
etc.; lockers; alumni activities;
space for the Pawprint and AS
Offices; typewriter room; child
care center for married students;
duplication equipment, poster
making, etc.
Cost?

After careful study the Student
Union Committee has concluded
that a 15,000 square foot
permanent student centet would
be financially feasible. If the
Union Election scheduled for
March 4 and 5 passes, the Student
Union could be ready for use in
the 1972-72 school year. In

Payment of the Union fee
would begin with the Fall quarter
of 1970. For 1970-71 the fee
would be $3.00 per quarter. For
1971-72 the fee would be $5.00
per quarter. In 1972, when the
Union opens, the fee would be
$6.50 per quarter.
The money collected through
the fee will be used for a down
payment on the building loan;
purchase
of
furniture
and
equipment
for
the
Union;
operating
costs;
and
loan
payments (the Union could be
completely paid for by about
1972-73).
JlieElegygjjJ
The first step is holding the
election. If you vote "Yes" on the
ballot you will be authorizing
construction of a student union,
and you will be authorizing a
mandatory student union fee
(which cannot exceed a total of
$20 per school year) to pay for it.
If you vote "No" you will have
decided that a student center is
not needed at CSCSB badly
enough for students to pay up to
$6.50 per quarter to get it. Under
State law the election passses if
two-thirds of the votes cast are
"Yes."
Think about it and vote on
March 4 or March 5 (8:0U a m. to
p.m., flagpole arW).
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SCUBA class
explores Laguna
Becoming a skilled skin and
SCUBA
(self
contained
underwater breathing aparatus)
diver takes time to acquaint ones
self
with
equipment,
and
conditions outside of the pool.
Members of the class offered at
CSCSB Went for an ocean skin
dive trip last Sunday at Laguna.
Those who took advantage of
the chance at an ocean experience
with
Geoi^e
Winey, NAUI
instructor and family were Bill
Piatt, Sherley
Breen, Creig
Collord, Pat McCombs, Joe
Crump, Tim Flifton, and Dee
Conley.

Zero

, Continued from Page 8
The club believes that the
answers are primarily social rather
than biological, and thus looks
toward such solutions.
The Zero Population Growth
Club is not attempting to commit
genocide; it is attempting to
Insure a stable population in this
country and the world. Births
should not exceed deaths as is
now the situation. There are not
enough
resources
to safely
support a world population which
by 2000 will be double today's.
There
will
be too
much
competition
for
survival;
therefore, it is better to have a
population that can live free from
danger rather than to have one in
which everyone would suffer.
Dr. Goodman first became
interested in the population
problem ten years ago. He found
no opportunity to do anything
about it until five years later,
when he joined the Planned
Parenthood Association.
If you wish to join,
you may sign up either nationally
or locally. Regardless of which
way you join, the dues are the
same — $4. If you join the
national oi^anization, all of the
dues go to it. If you join the local
Inland Empire Chapter, half of
the dues are kept by it, the rest by
the national organization.
i-ur iniormauon please contact:
Richard Goodman, B-305, Dalton
Harrington, B-307, Fred Waters,
TU 4-5985.

Basketball Results Slated

Becoming a trained diverunder
proper instruction has to build
skill through the knowledge of
safety rules, how to care for
equipment,
and
to
build
confidence in oneself while diving.
The field trip allowed students to
experience
ocean
conditions
before going for their ocean check
out at Catalina, the final step
before a student may be certified
with NAUI.
If equipment should fail the
diver has to know how to react
checking the tank or turning on
the reserve air could allow a diver
to surface without endangering
himself. If this were to fail a diver
could "Buddie-Breath" to the
surface with safety.
Diving opens a world of
discovering marine life in its
natural habitat. An educated diver
begins his knowledge in the
classrooms. The text used for the
class discussed marine life, ocean
conditions, basic physiology, and
topics which make the difference
between a successful day or a
miserable memory.
Students who went to Laguna
found water conditions excellent.
^^Isibility was acceptionally good.
They found such marine life as sea
urchins, barnacles, worm tubes,
kelp, starfish, and a small sting
ray. Students wore wet suits and
spent about an hour in the water.
They experienced such things as
being in the salt water with or
without a weight belt, filling their
mask with water and clearing it,
and diving to the depths to view
the marine life.
The realm of liquid space opens
new horizons for those who spend
the time studying before ever
entering the ocean. This training
builds a strong foundation for a
diver.
One member of the class
commented, "It's sure a lot better
to spend the time studying and
making mistakes in the pool.
Studying saves a few headaches —
or perhaps a lifetime."
Members of the class who didnt
go to Laguna were Bumie
Delaurle, Dove Root, Dave
Krauitz, and Breck Nichols.

, N T E R C O L L E Q I A T E
BASKET B A L L R E S U L T S , a s o f
Wed., Feb. 18. 1st place "Fletcher's Follies" won 4 lost 0
2nd place tie - "Nagle's Nasties"
"Crowley's Smith brothers" won 4
lost 1 4th place - "Fitzpatnck's
Wild Ones" won 2 lost 2 5th place
- "Seidman's Su Uer's" won 2 lost
1 6th place - "Ph;pp's Oilers" won
1 lost 2 8th place tie - "Mathw
Rebounders" and "Los Mucho's"
won 0 lost 4.
Round
Robbin
tournarnent.
After R.R. is over during the first^S
weeks of the spring quarter, they'll
have final playoff.

TiMik Sears...

...for our executive deveiepment pregram

Whether you're in liberal arts or accounting, in retailing, engineering or
business administration — no matter what your field of study — you may be
just right for Sears. Sears is a great many people, with a great
variety of backgrounds, doing a great variety of jobs, in the dynamic
merchandising field. You are not limited to remaining in the line of work you
have prepared for in school — unless, of course, you want
to — because at Sears the emphasis is placed on developing many
talents — talents you perhaps never suspected you had.
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metchandising • credit management • controiiers
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Interviews

Please make necessary arrangements through the Placement Office.
An equal opportunity employer.

Sea m

